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Fig 1: 

Representation 
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a group of users 

asserting GTP 

queries

 Handling flexible/unordered POIs

 Protecting location privacy for GTP queries

Our research initiates the processing of GTP 

queries in road network, develops effective 

solutions to execute them and presents an 

estimation of the performance. We device the 

approaches with a view to increasing efficiency 

of query processing in road network.

1) Selection of Initial Set of POIs

Fig 2: Centroid Method:

use centers instead of si,di

Fig 3: Max Length Method:

use the farthest (si,di) pair
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2) Refinement of Search Region Using Ellipses

Minimizing Total Travel Distance 

for Entire Group

Minimizing Maximum Distance 

Travelled by Any User

Considering single user

Greedy NN search for

each source-dest. pair

Calculating n lengths 

 n ellipses for n users

 Major axes differ

 Foci are (si,di) pairs 

 Range Query is applied for-

The proliferation of location-based social 

networks allows people to access location-

based services as a group. We introduce novel 

solutions to process Group Trip Planning 

(GTP) queries in road networks, which enable a 

group to plan a trip with a minimum trip distance.

 Introduce GTP queries in Road Network

 Develop solutions for GTP queries with

less processing overhead

 Different greedy search can 

be used for different distribution

of (si,di) pairs and POIs

Objective

 Optimal answer is extracted from the

candidate sets

 Detecting the effective region

 Executing query in that region

Types and 

order of POI
-Source
-Destination
-Centroid

Evaluation

Method Complexity

Method - 1 O(n*ρ*a*q)

Method - 2 O(n*mlogm)

Future Challenges

Conclusion

 n starting locations - s1, s2,..., sn

 m types of Points of Interests (POIs)

(e.g., movies, restaurants, etc.)  they wish

to visit - c1, c2,…, cm

 n ending location - d1, d2,…, dn

 POIs are categorized

 Traversal of the POIs is ordered

 A set of POIs, one from each category, so

that an aggregate function is minimized 

Input:

A group of n users specifies 

Criteria:

Output:

Aggregate Function, f

1) Sum as total travel distance of all users

2) Max as maximum travel distance of any user

Method to Minimize Sum

Introduction

GTP Queries

Major Axis:

 Greedy Distance

Focal Point:

 Source-Destination Pair

Fig 4: Intuition of vicinity area

Fig 5: Selecting POIs for 

each user

Fig 6: Merging individual

search regions 

Step by step advancement -

Table 1: Theoretical complexity of proposed approaches

 For both synthetic and real dataset, the 

algorithms will be executed

 Number of users, number of categories 

can be varied for better assessment

ρ = Category density

a = Area of the ellipse
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3) Execution of Range Query

 Comparison among candidate answer sets

4) Finding Optimal Solution

 Range is defined as the refined search region 

 The query returns all POIs within the range

 The POIs form the candidate answer sets

Method to Minimize Max


